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We launched into the new year with an exciting incursion with ‘Starr’s Planetarium’, which
contained a 4k projector that immersed students a 360degree, interactive presentation of
content sourced from NASA and other international Astronomy content providers.
It was a joy to witness the reactions of the students. They were bubbling with enthusiasm and
curiosity. They demonstrated, through their articulate questions and comments that their minds
were fully engaged with the possibilities of space and the universe. Later in the term students
engaged in the National Simultaneous Storytime and had a story read to them by an Astronaut in
space.
Our school Swimming Carnival was a
successful and enjoyable opportunity
for our students to participate in
competitive racing alongside their
peers, engaging in water sports, games
and celebrating the skills they have
learnt through lessons. Our great
coaches have nothing but praise for
Vistara students.

Service to the community
Students and staff contributed a wonderful
range of vegetables, herbs and legumes, to
produce bountiful pots of soup for the people in
need. This is a regular event for our school. The
soups are then placed in containers, frozen and
given to the ‘Five Loaves Soup Kitchen’ for
distribution. The wider Lismore Community
really appreciate the fact that students at our
school are thinking of them and they always
comment on how delicious the soup is.

World Teachers Day
Our school celebrated our Teachers
on World Teachers Day. It was a
wonderful surprise for our
colleagues and students provided
flowers, gifts and hosted a special
morning Tea for their Teachers.
Community Art Project – Walk Draw Map

Vistara Primary School students have been invited to participate in a community art project called
“Walk Draw Map’. ‘WALK DRAW MAP’ is a collaborative drawing, printmaking and mapping
project, engaging participants to creatively interact and connect with the natural and urban
spaces surrounding them. The Community Arts Project ran from Feb 2021 – June 2021,
culminating in a public exhibition at the ‘Elevator Artist Run Initiative Gallery’, Lismore.

